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unbalanced voltage problem so CCMLI structure was
developed in order to eliminate the unbalanced voltage
problem. Unfortunately, these structures need extra clamped
diodes and clamped capacitors the number of which rise
exponentially with rising level. Using of extra diodes and
capacitors make the structure of multilevel inverter
complicated and the system cost increases. But, cascaded Hbridge topology doesn’t require clamped capacitor or diodes
and have the series connection of H-bridge modules with
same structure. Therefore, the cascaded H-bridge topology
becomes more attractive especially in high voltage level
applications [1], [5], [6].
There have been several switching strategies can be
applied to MLI structures. One of these is Isochronous
Switching (IS) getting switching angles analytically to
obtain equal voltage step. However, this technique doesn’t
allow controlling of the desired harmonic order, total
harmonic distortion (THD) and modulation index. Another
technique is Selective Harmonic Elimination (SHE). SHE is
one of the outstanding techniques that provides to control
modulation index and to eliminate desired harmonic order.
SHE technique produces the switching angles in order not to
generate some harmonics especially low order harmonics by
solving nonlinear equations derived from Fourier expansion
of load voltage [6]–[9]. These equations vary according to
number of harmonics desired to eliminate. SHE technique
offers to control amplitude of output voltage by solving the
equation simultaneously [10]. That is, SHE technique
requires different solution that changes based on each
modulation index and harmonics’ order desired to eliminate.
The usual methods such as Symmetric Polynomials and
Groebner Bases Theory solve SHE equations analytically or
iteratively [11], [12]. But, these methods are inconvenient to
implement because these methods require initial value and
divergence problem are probably to come into existence [1],
[14]. SHE equations can be adapted to artificial intelligence
approaches and many studies conducted in [10], [13]–[15]
have used different optimization algorithm. Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) have been
used and compared with each other in [13]. Another
approach in [14] has used Colonial Competitive Algorithm
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multilevel inverter has been an alternative DC/AC power
conversion device instead of traditional two-level inverter in
high power and medium voltage applications. The voltage
stress on semiconductor switches increases with rising
desired power and voltage. Since, semiconductor power
switches qualified enough to withstand medium voltage
levels can’t be produced with available technology, usage of
MLI has become more popular in medium voltage [1], [2].
The first type of multilevel inverters was cascaded Hbridge multilevel inverter and presented in 1975. Then,
diode clamped multilevel inverter (DCMLI) and capacitor
clamped multilevel inverter (CCMLI) topology were
developed, respectively [3], [4]. DCMLI structure has
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to solve harmonic equations and to minimize low order
harmonics. In [15], adaptation of SHE equations to Neural
Network has been studied.
Multilevel inverters have important advantage such as
low distortion in input current, working at low switching
frequency, good electromagnetic compatibility, lower
voltage stress on power switches and lower switching loses
when compared to traditional two level inverter [1], [2],
[16]. The most important characteristic of MLI is that load
voltage waveform resembles the sinusoidal form and THD
in the output decreases by rising level. However, necessity
of power device in the hardware increases, unfortunately,
system cost increases. To overcome this problem, many
researches have been done about the structure of multilevel
inverter with reduced number of switches [17]–[28]. But,
these studies have focused on only reducing of power
switches’ number in MLI hardware. Besides reducing of
switches’ number in MLI structure, it is also important that
the load voltage must be qualified by eliminating some low
order harmonics. In addition, using of low pass filters is
obligation to generate pure sinusoidal voltage with nonharmonic contents. So, capacitor rate in the power filter
needed in output side and system cost can be reduced.
In this work, multilevel inverter with reduced number of
switches has been proposed and realized experimentally.
Both Isochronous Switching technique and Selective
Harmonic Elimination technique have been applied to the
proposed multilevel inverter. The outstanding difference of
this work from the studies in [17]–[28] is that this paper can
eliminate desired order harmonics in load voltage of
multilevel inverter structure with reduced number of
switches. In order to eliminate the desired order harmonics,
GA based SHE technique has been applied. SHE technique
is based on calculation of switching angles accurately. For
this reason, switching angles with optimal solution have
been obtained by GA software without utilizing of
GA&Optimization Toolbox. Thus, THD values of each level
are decreased in the load voltage. The compact output filter
is enough, thanks to improved THD values. Experimental
and simulation results of IS and SHE techniques have been
compared with each other. It can be proved from the results
that GA based SHE technique can be applied to proposed
MLI topology effectively.

Fig. 1. Proposed multilevel inverter structure.

The symmetric stepped output voltage of cascaded level
modules and load voltage can be formulated as:
Vo  kVDC ,

(1)

VL  kVDC ,

(2)

where k is the number of level modules and Vo is the output
voltage of cascaded modules applied to H-bridge inverter. k
also represents the number of isolated DC sources and VL is
the AC load voltage. The level number of load voltage can
be calculated for symmetric multilevel inverter as in (3).
And switches’ number is formulized by (4):
Nlevel  2k  1,
Nswitches  Nlevel  3  2k  4.

(3)
(4)

Fig. 2. Load voltage and output voltage of cascaded modules.

Cascaded H-bridge and proposed multilevel inverter’s
structure doesn’t require extra clamped capacitor and diodes
as in DCMLI and CCMLI. And so, proposed and H-bridge
topology make the inverter size is smaller [5], [6] as
compared with others. While structure of cascaded H-bridge
multilevel inverter needs 4k switches to get stepped output
voltage, the number of switches is 2k + 4 in proposed
multilevel inverter [1], [2].

II. PROPOSED MULTILEVEL INVERTER WITH REDUCED
NUMBER OF SWITCHES
The proposed multilevel inverter structure is given in
Fig. 1 and includes cascaded Half-bridge modules and Hbridge inverter at the load side. H-bridge inverter is used as
polarity changer. Each level module has isolated DC
sources. The number of DC sources changes based on
desired load voltage level. Each level module has same
structure as shown in Fig. 1.
In order to get high level and high voltage, number of
level modules can be easily increased by connecting level
module in series. In Fig. 2, the symmetric stepped output
voltage of cascaded level modules and the load voltage have
been given. As known symmetric multilevel inverters need
equal DC source however asymmetric multilevel inverter
has unequal DC source.

III. ISOCHRONOUS SWITCHING TECHNIQUE
There have been several switching techniques can be
applied to multilevel inverter. Based on the generalized
stepped-voltage illustrated in Fig. 2, switching angles can be
derived by using (5). This switching technique is called as
Isochronous Switching, since each switching time is divided
equally
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n  n / (2k  1),

(5)
cos((2k  3)1 )  ...  cos((2k  3) k )  0,

where αn are switching angles as radian. Isochronous
switching can generate load voltage at demanded frequency.
In order to get 50 Hz output voltage, 0.01 second
corresponds half wave period.

cos((2k  1)1 )  ...  cos((2k  1) k )  0.

Fortunately, artificial intelligence approaches have
multiple solutions for any optimization problem. In addition,
nonlinear SHE equations can be defined as an optimization
problem. GA solving optimization problems is a type of
artificial intelligence approach and can be adapted to
elimination of desired harmonic orders. For this reason, GA
is more feasible than conventional methods. In this paper,
nonlinear SHE equations of 7, 11, 13-level load voltage
have been solved by using GA. GA defines constraints
function and uses optimization operators such as, fitness
function, mutation etc. Solving of optimization problems
and adapting of GA to nonlinear SHE equations have been
presented in Section IV-A.

IV. GA BASED SELECTIVE HARMONIC ELIMINATION
Nonlinear harmonic equations required to obtain optimal
switching angles can be stated by Fourier expansion of load
voltage. GA based SHE technique aims to calculate
switching angles which provide desired modulation index
and elimination of desired low order harmonics. The load
voltage that includes all harmonic components has been
defined as in (6) [1], [2]

VL (t ) 



4kVDC
[cos(n1 )  cos(n 2 ) 
(odd ) n 1,3,..  n
(6)
...  cos(n k )]sin(t ).


A. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm is an artificial intelligence approach
that can be used to solve any optimization problem. By
using any artificial approach or analytical method it is not
possible to make harmonics equal to zero. However, all
calculation methods make the value of harmonic
components near-zero. Therefore, in order to calculate
switching angles eliminating desired order harmonics by
means of GA, eliminated harmonic components must be
defined as constraints. In addition, nonlinear SHE equations
resemble nonlinear constrained optimization problems
having objective function and constraint function [1], [2].
The general formulation of constraint optimization problems
is given in following

The harmonic components of load voltage occur at
fundamental frequency and are multiples of fundamental
frequency. Even-harmonic components have not existed
because of the symmetrical load voltage shown in Fig. 2.
Therefore, (6) can be used for calculation of odd-harmonics
components. The first odd harmonic component is the
fundamental waveform, V1

4kVDC
V1 (t ) 
[cos(1 )  cos( 2 ) 

...  cos( k 1 )  cos( k )]sin(t ).

(7)

SHE technique enables to control modulation index of
fundamental waveform. And, modulation index is defined as
following

M  V1 (kVDC ) .

Minimize, y  F ( x),
 h1 , h1 ,..., h2 g 3 , h2 g 1  0, 
Constraints, 
,
 0  x1  x2  ...  xg   / 2, 



(8)

Nonlinear SHE equations derived to eliminate desired
harmonic orders and to control modulation index can be
defined as given in (9). The generalized mathematical
statement of SHE equations consists of k harmonic
equations for (2k + 1)-level inverter. First of these harmonic
equations is defined to adjust the amplitude of fundamental
waveform. Therefore, it is possible to eliminate k-1
harmonic component with SHE technique [1], [7]. The
nonlinear SHE equations can be adapted to elimination of
some harmonic orders. So as to solve nonlinear SHE
equations and compute switching angles, there have been
conventional methods such as Newthon-Raphson,
Symmetric Polynomials and Groebner Bases Theory. These
methods calculate the switching angles iteratively and
analytically. However, these methods may not give the
optimum switching angles. Only one specific solution can
be got by conventional methods. Also, these methods
require initial values and may cause to the divergence
problems
cos(1 )  cos( 2 )  ...  cos( k 1 )  cos( k )  Mk

(9)

(10)

where h is the harmonic component desired to eliminate, g is
the number of DC sources or switching angles and x with
consecutive indexes are the switching angles of nonlinear
SHE equations [29], [30].
GA starts with generation of chromosomes that constitute
starting population. Chromosomes including the genes are
defined for each switching angle. The genes can be
generated by using real coded, binary or grey coded. In this
paper, the real coded GA has been used. In addition, genes
are produced randomly according to limits of switching
angles between 0 and π/2 given in equation set (10).
Chromosomes look like in GA software calculating
switching angles of SHE equations

Chromosome1  (0.03, 0.255,......,1.411),
Chromosome pop _ size  (0.147, 0.295,......,1.376). (11)
The size of population varies with the type of
optimization problems and must be selected carefully. If the
starting population size is excessive, the Algorithm works
slowly. In addition, with low population size, deviation may



,
4
cos(31 )  cos(3 2 )  ...  cos(3 k 1 )  cos(3 k )  0,
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occur.
After generating of starting population, selection occurs.
Selection is the process determining which chromosome is
more feasible for the Algorithm. There have been many
types of selecting operator such as pairing based on cost,
roulette wheel and tournament. In tournament selection, the
pairs of chromosomes are chosen randomly. Penalty
function determines whether chromosomes would be
produced over again as to range of constraint functions. This
range is defined between 0 and 0.01 in this study. Penalty
function is given as
P ( x)  F ( x) 

k 1



( odd ) z 1

r[ h( x) 2z ],

within constraints of genes if the element of R is less than
M. These constraints are different for each gene as seen in
(10).
After mutation, the GA calculates the fitness value
according to fitness function (FF). Evaluation of fitness
value for each chromosome is the most important point.
Because the best chromosome is specified by considering
this and stored in order to compare with best chromosome in
the next iteration. For this reason, the FF must be defined
carefully so as to choose best chromosome making the sum
of harmonics minimum [1], [2]. The FF used in this paper
has been given in following

(12)

 1
 2
(odd ) n 3,5  n
e



FF 

where P(x) is the penalty function, F(x) is the fitness
function, r is 500, g is the number of switching angles, h(x)
is the constraints in that harmonics desired to eliminate. In
penalty function, r is the specific parameter changing
according to type of optimization problem and can be
specified by comparing the performance of the GA with
different value of r.
Tournament selection has three sections:
 If constraint function of pairs is not in desired range,
chromosome having less penalty function is selected for
new population,
 If penalty function of one chromosome in the pairs is
equal to zero and another is not, this chromosome is
selected in for population,
 If constraint function of pairs is in desired range,
chromosome having less penalty function is selected for
new population [1], [2].
With three sections of tournament function, starting
population is generated again. Therefore, chromosomes
which are more feasible for harmonic elimination have been
chosen for the algorithm.
After the selection, crossover operator works. There have
been several crossover operators such as flat, uniform and
discrete crossover [31]. In this paper, arithmetical crossover
technique has been used. Arithmetical crossover technique
chooses the pairs of chromosomes randomly. In addition,
the random vector A is generated between 0 and 1 for
mutual genes of all chromosome pairs. If A is smaller than
crossover rate, mutual genes are included crossover process
as to (13) and new genes are created for new chromosomes:

(e 1)/2

(e 1)/2

2
 (cos(n k )) 
k 1


,

(14)

 (cos( k ))

k 1

where “e” is the maximum order of harmonics desired to
eliminate. Also “e” can be stated as 2k – 1. Finally, GA
calculates fitness values of each chromosome at the end of
each iteration and choses the best chromosome by
comparing next iteration. In the last iteration, the best
chromosomes are chosen and switching angles are obtained
as radians.
B. Calculation of Switching Angles and Modulation
Indexes for SHE
SHE technique used in this paper has aimed to achieve
the same modulation indexes in IS. Finally, switching angles
for load voltage at desired modulation index have been
calculated by GA software. Calculated switching angles for
all level between 5 and 13 can be seen in Fig. 3. In 5-level
inverter, 3rd harmonic order has been eliminated. In 13-level
inverter, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th harmonic orders have been
eliminated.


 NewGene pair _1  (1  p)Gene pair _1  pGene pair _ 2 ,
(13)


 NewGene pair _ 2  (1  p)Gene pair _ 2  pGene pair _1 ,
where p is the parameter of crossover equation and has been
defined as 0.2. To increase variety of chromosomes,
crossover rate has been chosen approximate to 1.
After crossover, mutation occurs. There have been many
types of mutation operator such as bit flip, boundary, nonuniform and creep. In this paper, the uniform mutation has
been used and mutation rate (M) is defined as 0.1. Uniform
mutation starts with generation of random mutation vector
(R) whose elements, corresponding to genes, are between 0
and 1 for each chromosome. Gene is reproduced randomly

Fig. 3. The switching angles calculated by GA based SHE technique.

In Table I, the modulation indexes calculated in all level
between 5 and 13 by using (7) and (8) have been given for
Isochronous Switching and SHE. In addition, Table I
includes modulation indexes obtained by GA based SHE
technique. It is apparent that the modulation indexes of IS
technique have been accomplished by GA based SHE
technique with little deviation.
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TABLE I. MODULATION INDEXES IN ISOCHRONOUS SWITCHING
TECHNIQUE.
5
7
9
11
13
Level
Modulation-IS
Modulation-SHE

0.87
0.87

0.855
0.85

0.85
0.86

0.8395
0.839

from 17.58 % for SHE technique. In case of using low pass
filter, the output voltage with non-harmonic component can
be obtained. The size of low pass filter can be reduced by
applying SHE technique to proposed multilevel inverter
because of eliminating of low order harmonics.

0.835
0.83

V. RESULTS
In this paper, Isochronous Switching technique and GA
based selective harmonic elimination technique have been
applied to 7, 11 and 13-level inverter experimentally.
Results of 11-level inverter have been given in detail. The
DC voltage of each level module is 12 V. Simulations have
been developed in MATLAB/Simulink.
Simulation and experimental results have been compared
with each other to demonstrate that desired harmonic orders
can be eliminated by achieving aimed modulation indexes.
Experimental results are coherent with simulation results.
The nonlinear SHE equations have been solved by GA
software coded in MATLAB.
In this paper, three types of THD have been calculated.
First is the general total harmonic distortion called as THD.
Harmonic components until 20th have been taken into
consideration. Second is the THDe that represents the sum of
harmonics until the maximum harmonic order that is
eliminated. Third is WTHD, Weight Total Harmonic
Distortion. THD, THDe and WTHD can be calculated as in
(15), (16) and (17) respectively. For THD and WTHD the
upper limit is infinite. However, THDe is calculated until
eliminated harmonics:

THD 

THDe 

WTHD 

V32  V52  V72  ...
V1

,

V32  V52  ...  V22k 1
V1
V32 32  V52 52  V72 72

V1

Fig. 4. Load voltages of IS and SHE of 11-level inverter.

The all harmonic components in the load voltage of IS
and SHE have been illustrated in Fig. 5.

(15)
(a)

,

...

(16)

,

(17)

where k is the number of level modules or the number of DC
sources. “e” is the maximum order of harmonics desired to
eliminate. Also “e” can be stated as 2k-1. The objective of
the study is to eliminate the desired consecutive odd order
harmonic components. Thus, THDe is derived from the THD
and the Fitness Function is associated with THDe directly.
(b)
Fig. 5. Harmonic analyses result for 11-level inverter: a) IS; b) SHE.

A. Simulation Results
In Fig. 4, 11-level inverter load voltages have been given
for IS and SHE. It is apparent that load voltage’s maximum
rate is 60 V because of five level modules in 11-level
inverter. However, switching angles are different from each
other.
THD, THDe and WTHD values of SHE technique are
lower than IS technique. THDe values calculated until
maximum harmonic order desired to eliminate are 20.74 %,
17.66 % and 16.96 % in IS technique. Fortunately, these
values are 0.25 %, 0.56 % and 2.03 % in 7, 11, 13-level
inverter respectively in SHE technique. And similar
reduction has been observed in WTHD values. While output
level rises from 7 to 13, the THD value decreases to 8.22 %

By using SHE technique, it is aimed to obtain the same
amplitude of load voltage in IS and to eliminate 3 rd, 5th, 7th
and 9th harmonic orders. It has been achieved 0.839
modulation index by GA based SHE while modulation
index of IS is 0.84. The peak value of fundamental
component of load voltage is (0.8395) × (60) = 50.37 V for
IS and (0.839) × (60) = 50.34 V produced by GA based SHE
technique. These close values have proved that the harmonic
analysis has been done under the similar conditions. When
Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) are analysed, it can be concluded that
the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th harmonic orders of SHE are almost
equal to zero and are smaller than 3 rd, 5th, 7th and 9th
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harmonic orders of IS respectively. In addition, general
THD is reduced to 7.55 % from 17.89 % and THDe is
reduced to 0.56 % from 17.66 % by using SHE instead of
IS. 0.56 % THDe value is almost zero, because THDe is
((V32 + V52 + V72 + V92)1/2)/V1 for 11-level inverter. In
addition, WTHD value decreases to 0.59 % from 5.77 %
thanks to the eliminated harmonics. These results have
verified the effectiveness of proposed elimination method.

Fig. 8(b), it can be concluded that the fifth step is narrower
than IS. Because, the calculated fifth switching angle (α5) is
very close to π/2.

B. Experimental Implementing of Proposed Multilevel
Inverter
In this paper, selective harmonic elimination in multilevel
inverter with reduced number of switches has been
executed. GW-Instek GDS-1052 U oscilloscope has been
used for measurements.
Experimental prototype of proposed multilevel inverter
has been given in Fig. 6. Switching signals have been
generated with PIC 18F4520.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Experimental harmonic analysis: a) MATLAB workspace tool; b)
Simulink blocks.

It can be deduced by comparing Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b)
that the desired harmonic orders are obtained nearby zero.

(a)

Fig. 6. Experimental prototype of proposed multilevel inverter.

1) Harmonic Analyses of Experimental Results
The harmonic analyses of each level have been executed
by processing of datum transferred from the oscilloscope.
The harmonic analysis processes of experimental results
have been started by taking of each data for IS and SHE in
7, 11, 13-level inverter.
Each measurement has been processed with
MATLAB&Simulink blocks and workspace tool of
MATLAB as seen in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), data string
dimension of which is 4000 × 1 have been formed in
MATLAB and datum taken from the oscilloscope have been
loaded to data string. Time string has included the time data
between 0 s and 0.04 s. The tout string is the Simulink substring composed from MATLAB.
Finally, datum of the load voltage obtained from the
oscilloscope have been transferred to Simulink&Powergui
tool. The harmonic analyses have been implemented with
Powergui block that enables to configure FFT analysis tool,
simulation Parameters etc.
2) Experimental Results
In Fig. 8, experimental load voltages in 11-level inverter
have been presented for IS and SHE. As stated in before, 11level inverter has five voltage steps and the amplitude of
load voltage at fundamental frequency is 60 V for each
switching technique. When compared Fig. 8(a) and

(b)
Fig. 8. Experimental load voltages for 11-level inverter: a) IS; b) SHE.

Obtained experimental THD values for load voltages of
11-level inverter have been given in Fig. 9. While the first
harmonic in IS technique is 50.34 V, SHE technique has
generated 50.63 V load voltage and the eliminated harmonic
components lower than 0.29 V. The third order harmonic is
decreased to 0.29 V from 9.99 V, the fifth order harmonic is
changed to 0.29 V from 0.03 V, seventh order harmonic is
reduced to 0.22 V from 2 V, ninth order harmonic is
declined to 0.08 V from 0.47 V. When decreasing of
eliminated harmonic components and THDe is taken into
account, the deviation in 5th harmonic order is insignificant.
The general THD values have been reduced to 17.55 % from
24.15 % for 7-level, to 7.58 % from 20.46 % for 11-level, to
8.08 % from 16.39 % for 13-level inverter by using GA
based SHE technique.
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